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The concept of approximate inertial manifold is related to the study of the long- 
time behaviour of partial differential equations. In this paper we present a general 
method in order to construct sequences of such manifolds providing better and 
better approximations to the attractor. 
Le concept de variett inertielle approximative intervient dam Etude du compor- 
tement pour les grands temps des equations aux d&iv&es partielles. Nous presen- 
tons dans cet article une mtthode generale pour construire des suites de telles 
variites, qui approximent de mieux en mieux l’attracteur. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to present a general method for the construction 
of approximate inertial manifolds (AIM). The concept of AIM has been 
recently introduced by Foias, Manley, and Temam [6] in relationship with 
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several difficulties arising in the theory of inertial manifolds. For a given 
partial differential equation, an inertial manifold, when it exists, is a 
smooth finite dimensional invariant manifold which attracts exponentially 
all the solutions as time goes to infinity. Such a manifold necessarily 
contains the global attractor. Moreover, the induced dynamics reduces to 
a finite system of ordinary differential equations which completely describes 
the long-time behaviour of the partial differential equation. Existence 
results of such manifolds can be found in Foias, Sell, and Temam [7], 
Constantin et al. [3], Mallet-Paret and Sell [12], Fabes, Luskin, and Sell 
[S], and Debussche [4] (see also the references therein), but there are still 
many dissipative partial differential equations for which the existence of 
inertial manifolds is not known; there are even in some cases nonexistence 
results, see Mallet-Paret and Sell [ 131 and Mora and Sola-Morales [IS]. 
Also, although inertial manifolds are much better suited for computations 
than attractors, their computations remain a very difficult task. 
These problems have led to introduce the weaker concept of AIM. These 
are manifolds which attract the orbits in a small (thin) neighbourhood 
exponentially rapidly. In particular, the attractor is included in this 
neighbourhood. It is shown in [6] that the two dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations possess AIM while the existence of exact inertial manifold is 
not known for these equations, Even for equations possessing inertial 
manifolds, AIM can be useful, since they provide approximations of the 
attractor by finite dimensional smooth manifolds which are explicitly 
defined. Therefore this concept leads to new numerical schemes which are 
well adapted to the long-term integration; see Marion and Temam [ 171 
and also Rosier [22] and Jauberteau, Rosier, and Temam [9]. 
The existence of AIM has been proved for several partial differential 
equations (Foias, Manley and Temam [6], Marion [15, 163, Titi [25], 
Jolly, Kevrekidis, and Titi [lo]). But in these references the authors 
restrict themselves to the construction of a finite number of manifolds. Our 
aim is to derive a method for constructing infinitely many AIM providing 
better and better order approximation to the orbits. For a given partial dif- 
ferential equation, we construct a family of functions ($i)ic N whose graphs 
are AIM; this is done in an explicit manner. The first manifolds corespond 
to those already introduced in previous papers [lS, 163 but we extend the 
procedure thanks to an adequate recursive scheme. The main idea is to 
introduce a family of convenient approximations to the time derivatives of 
the “small structures” of the solution, that is of the term q in (0.2) below. 
This enables us to consider better and better order approximations of q and 
leads to the construction of the family of AIM. The computations needed 
to estimate the order of the approximation are complicated and rely on 
sharp estimates on the solution of the partial differential equation. 
Although our method is general and can be applied to many dissipative 
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equations, both the algebra for the approximations and the a priori 
estimates depend strongly on the considered problem so that the method 
has to be adapted in each particular case. We present it for two model 
problems for which the techniques are rather different: a reactiondiffusion 
equation and a fourth order equation, the Cahn-Hilliard equation. Most 
other dissipative equations can be treated by using one of the two construc- 
tions below or a mixture of them. Related results for the Navier-Stokes 
equations appear in Temam [24]. 
The first part of the paper is devoted to the study of a reaction diffusion 
equation. The precise assumptions are stated in Section 1. The problem 
we investigate can be rewritten as an abstract evolution equation in 
H = L2(R), 
du 
;+Au+f(u)=O, 
where Au is the operator - dAu + u, d > 0, associated to the appropriate 
boundary condition (Dirichlet, Neumann, periodic). We consider the 
orthonormal basis of H consisting of the eigenvectors of A: 
Aw, = Il,w,, j = 1, 2, . ..) 
O<l.,<E.,...; A,+ +co as j++co. 
For a fixed m, let P = P, denote the projector in H onto the space 
spanned by w,, . . . . w, and let Q = Q,,, = I - P,. We write p = Pu, q = Qu 
so that u is decomposed as the sum 
u=p+q. (0.2) 
We introduce the coupled system of equations for p and q: 
4 z+Aq+Qf-(p+d=O. (0.4) 
Then, in Section 2, we describe our method for constructing a sequence Ai, 
in N, of AIM. The manifold J$ is obtained as the graph of a function di 
mapping PH into QH. We show that for large time any solution of (0.1) 
satisfies 
dist(u(t), dj) < ci(n,/&,,+ l)if i, 
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where ci denotes a constant depending on i but independent of m. There- 
fore the orbits enter a neighourhood of A, that can be made arbitrarily 
small by choosing m large enough. And, for i, < i,, if m is large enough, J& 
provides a better approximation than di,. Our method consists in par- 
ticular in introducing in (0.4) convenient approximations of dq/dt and of 
p + q. The corresponding technical proofs are given in Section 3. Note that 
our results hold in space dimension n d 4, while the existence of exact iner- 
tial manifolds for reaction-diffusion equations is generally not known for 
n = 3 and there are nonexistence results for n = 4 [ 131. 
We then address in the second part of the paper similar questions for the 
Cahn-Hilliard equation 
$+Lf2u+adu-bdu3=0, a, b > 0. 
This equation is a model for the spinodal decomposition that occurs when 
a binary solution is cooled sufficiently [ 1, 2, 11,213. It contains a fourth 
order dissipative term and a second order anti-dissipative term and can be 
rewritten in an abstract form, 
du 
a’l+A2z4+Af(u)=0, f(u) = au - bu3, 
where A denotes the Laplace operator associated to the considered 
boundary conditions (Neumann or periodic). The equation and its 
functional setting are described in Section 4. We recall there results 
borrowed from Nicolaenko and Scheurer [ 193, Nicolaenko, Scheurer, and 
Temam [20], and Marion [ 161. We then present in Section 5 the principle 
of the construction of AIM. The algebra and the corresponding proofs are 
different from the ones for (0.1) but the underlying ideas are similar. In 
particular we again introduce approximations to time derivatives. We 
obtain a family of manifolds Ai of dimension m (m E RJ fixed) such that for 
t sufficiently large, 
dist(u(t), &$) d ci(n2/1,+ 1)i+2, 
where ci is independent of m and (Aj) Jo IV denotes the family of eigen- 
values of A. Section 6 contains the proofs of technical results concerning 
time derivatives. Again, our results hold in space dimension n = 3, where 
the existence of inertial manifolds is not known. 
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I. REACTION-DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 
1. The Equation and Some Properties of the Solution 
1.1. The Equation and the Semi-group 
We consider the following problem involving a real valued function 
u(x, t) defined on 52 x lQ+, where 52 denotes a regular bounded set of R” 
(n31) 
$--ddu+f(u)=O, inQx R+. (1.1) 
The equation is supplemented with the initial condition 
44 0) = udx) in Sz, (1.2) 
and one of the three following boundary conditions: 
Dirichlet u=o on I-=c%& 
Neumann g = 0 on r, (1.3) 
Periodic and u is Q periodic. 
Here, d > 0 is a diffusion coefficient. We assume that the nonlinear term 
f is infinitely many differentiable from R! into R and satisfies the growth 
condition 
Cl ISI’- c3 <f(s)3 < c* ISI’- c3, VSER, with r>2, (1.4) 
f’(s)> -c4, VSER, (1.5) 
where the cls are positive constants. 
For the functional setting of the problem, let us introduce the operator 
Au = -d du + u on H = L*(Q) equipped with its usual scalar product ( . , . ) 
and norm I. 1. Then A is a positive linear unbounded operator on H with 
domain 
D(A) = {U E H*(R), (1.3) holds}. 
As usual, we denote by V the space D(A”*) endowed with the norm 
JA”*.l. We shall denote by 11. lip the norm of Lp(Q), 1 <p< + CO 
(Il. II2 = 1. I), while the norm of any other Banach space X is denoted 
by Il.IIr 
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Under assumptions (1.4), (1.5), for u0 given in H, the initial-boundary 
value problem (1.1 )-( 1.3) possesses a unique solution u defined for all t > 0 
such that 
UE C(R +; H) n L*(O, T; V) n L’( [0, T] x Q), VT>O. 
Furthermore, if u0 E Vn L’(Q), then 
uEC(R+, VnL’(Q))nL*(O, CD(A)), VT>O. 
It is useful here to recall several time uniform estimates atisfied by the 
solution u of (1.1 )-( 1.3) borrowed from Marion [ 14, 151. Let u0 be given 
in a ball B(0, R) of H of center 0 and of radius R. Then there exists a time 
t, depending only on R (and of course on the data (Q, d, f)) such that 
where fco denotes a constant depending only on the data. Alternatively ( 1.6) 
(resp. ( 1.7)) expresses that the ball of center 0 and of radius rco is an 
absorbing set in D(A) (resp. L”(Q)) for the semi-group associated to 
(1.1 b(1.3). We recall that the existence of an absorbing set in H means a 
dissipative property of the problem. Also the existence of an absorbing set 
in a space compactly imbedded in H yields the existence of the global 
attractor associated to (1.1) (1.3) (see [S, 23, 143). 
We will also need in the sequel estimates analog to (1.6) (1.7) for the 
time derivatives of u. Hereafter, we write 
&) = a’ .u 
at’ ’ 
for HEN. 
Then, according to [ 151, there exists a time r, depending on j and R 
such that 
IAu”‘(t)l < icj’ vt 2 tj, (1.8) 
Il~“‘(~Nlm < ‘c,, Vt > tj, (1.9) 
where rcj denotes a constant depending on j and on the data. 
It follows from (1.7) that, for t 2 to, u = u(t) is solution of an evolution 
equation with a Lipschitz continuous nonlinear term. Indeed let i denote 
a C” truncation function such that 
c(s)=1 if O<s<l and c(s)=0 if ~22. 
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Let f: If3 + R be defined by 
m=;(~) (f(s)-S). 
Then, for t 3 t,, u(t) satisfies 
au 
ilt-d‘4u+u+f(u)=0, 
This equation rewrites as the following abstract differential equation in H: 
du 
z + Au +f( u) = 0. 
Since we are only interested in long-time behaviours, we will consider from 
now on (1.10) instead of (1.1). 
Remark 1.1. All the results presented hereafter can be easily extended 
to more general reaction-diffusion equations. In particular, they apply to 
the reaction diffusion systems admitting a positively invariant region 
considered in [ 141. 
1.2. Behaviour of Small Eddies 
Let wi,jg N*, denote the orthonormal basis of H consisting of the 
eigenvectors of the operator A: 
Awj = L,w;, j= 1, 2, . ..) 
O<A,di,<...; A, + + cc as j++co. 
We fix an integer m E N and denote by P = P, the projector in H onto 
the space spanned by (w, , . . . . w,); we set Q = Qm = I- P,. In order to 
simplify the notations, we will write 
;1=i,, A =L+,, 
and we introduce the number 
Applying P and Q to Eq. (l.lO), we obtain the following coupled system 
of equations for p = Pu and q = Qu: 
4 
-g+Ap+Pf(p+q)=O (1.11) 
$+Aq+M(p+q)=O. (1.12) 
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Here, p represents the “large structures” of size larger than A;‘/’ and q 
represents the “small structures” of size smaller than A;:‘:. In the 
following, we will frequently use that for all c1> 0, 
IA a+1’2p12<A j ”p[‘, V~EPPD(A=+“~), (1.13) 
IA a+1’2q12>A I ”q12, Vq E QD( A OL +I”). (1.14) 
Hereafter, we denote by K any constant which depends only on the data 
52, d, andJ 
We now give an estimate of the size of q and of its derivatives for large 
time. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume that ( 1.4), (1.5) hold. Then, for all j in N, 
there exists a time tj which depends on the data (52, d, f) and on R when 
lu0l <R such that 
lq”‘(t)l <KS, Vt > t;, (1.15) 
IA”2q(‘)(t)( < IC~~‘~, Vt 2 t;. (1.16) 
Proof Differentiating j times Eq. (1.12) with respect o t, we obtain 
f q”’ + Aq”’ + Q/& u(l), . . . . 16’)) = 0, (1.17) 
where we have set 
$ (f(u)) =fi(u, z&l), ...) f4q 
4 
(i) - -$q. 
By taking the scalar product of (1.17) with Aq(j), we have 
;$ IA1’2q”‘(2 + IAq”‘12 = -(fi(u, u(l), . . . . u(j)), Aq”‘), 
d I f;(u, d’), . . . . uq IAq”‘j 
1 1 
Q2 If;(u, u)(l), . . . . L&))I~+~ IAq”‘12, 
f I A1’2q(i)12 + IAq”‘( 2 < Ifi(u, u(l), . . . . u”‘)l 2. 
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From the construction off, we see that f together with its derivatives are 
bounded. Therefore, using (1.8) and (1.9), one easily checks that there 
exists a constant rc such that 
If;(u, u”), . . . . z&q2 < K2, Vt> max tk. 
I<k<J 
This gives, thanks to ( 1.14) 
$ Iz4”2q’J)12 + A IA”2q’J’12 < K*. 
Integrating this inequality between T, = maxi G k GJ tk and t, we find 
l~Wql”(t)12<~+ IAl/*q’j)(Tj)12e-““~T,), Vt 2 T,. (1.18) 
Since 
(A”*q”‘( T,)l Q IA 1’2u’i)( T,)j < ‘cj, 
we infer from (1.18) that 
lPq’J’(t)l*<$, vtat;, 
where 
tj = SUP max 1 
mcN 
Tj, Tj+ F 
m+l 
This shows (1.16). Finally, (1.15) follows readily from (1.16) by using 
(1.14) with cr=O. 
Proposition 1.2 is proved. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FAMILY OF AIM 
The aim of this section is to present he algebra of construction of the 
sequence .&, iE N, of AIM. These manifolds are closely related to 
approximations of the equation for q. These approximations are obtained 
by using Proposition 1.2, i.e., that q and its time derivatives are small for 
large time. 
The construction of the first two manifolds Ai and A2 follows Marion 
[15]. The manifold .&Z, corresponds to the simplest approximation of 
(1.12). Thanks to Proposition 1.2, we know that q and q(l)= dq/dt are 
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small for large time. Therefore, we guess that, in (1.12), q”’ is small 
compared to Aq and q is small compare to p. We are lead to replace (1.12) 
by the following approximate equation: 
4 + w-(P) = 0. (2.1) 
For p given in PH, the resolution of (2.1) is easy and we denote by q, 
its solution 
41= d,(P). (2.2) 
The graph of the function #1: PH -+ QD(A) defines a smooth (P) 
manifold Jll; in H of dimension m. The orbits are attracted by a thin 
neighbourhood of A’, as shown in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that ( 1.4) ( 1.5) hold. Then, for t sufficiently 
large, t 2 tl*, any orbit of (1.1)-( 1.3) remains at a distance in H of A, 
bounded by K,S’; ICY is an appropriate constant which depends on the data 
and t: depends on the data and on R when 1 uO( d R. 
Proof Let u=p+q be an orbit of (l.lt(l.3). For every t>O, we 
define ql(t)=#,(p(t)). Then,p(t)+q,(t) lies in A%‘~ and 
dist(u(t), J4) = ,,E!, b(t) - 4 d k(t) - q,(t)l. 
Therefore, it suffices to evaluate the norm of 
x,(t) =41(t) - 4(t). 
Subtracting (1.12) from (2.1) with q = q1 we find 
AX, = Q(f (p + 4) -f(p)) + q’, 
and 
IAXII G If (p + 4) -f (p)I + IdI. 
Since f’ is bounded on R, it follows easily that 
1-4~11 G K 141 + WI, 
which gives, thanks to (1.15) for j=O, 1, 
l&,1 G 4 for t 3max(tb, t;). (2.3) 
Therefore, using (1.14), we obtain 
Ix, I d ics2. 
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This shows Proposition 2.1. 
Next, we give as an example the construction of AZ. Making use of 
q1 = 4i (p), we now approximate ef(p + q) by Qf(p + ql). Also it follows 
easily from the proof of Proposition 2.1 that we need now to introduce an 
approximation of q(l). This is obtained by considering the equation for q”‘: 
9’2’ + Aq”’ + ef’(p + q)(p’I’+ 4”‘) = 0. (2.4) 
In (2.4), p(l) given by (1.11) is approximated by 
P: = -AP-Pf(P) (2.5) 
Also qC2) is neglected and the nonlinear term QJ”‘(p+q)(pC1’+ q(l)) is 
replaced by QJ’(p)p i ; the approximate value q: is given by 
4:+Qf’(P)P:=o. (2.6) 
Hence, (1.12) is now replaced by the equation 
d+4*+Qf(P+q,)=o. (2.7) 
The manifold J&& is therefore defined as follows. For p E PH, we define 
q1 by (2.1). Then we define pi by (2.5) and the resolution of (2.6) gives q i. 
Finally, by solving (2.7) we obtain 
q2 = d*(P). 
The graph of the function d2: PH + QD(A) defines a C” manifold J& of 
dimension m in H. This manifold provides a better order approximation to 
the orbits than &i and this is stated in 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that (1.4) (1.5) hold. Then for t sufficiently large, 
tat,“, any orbit of(l.lt(l.3) remains at a distance in H of J& bounded by 
~~6~; ~~ is an appropriate constant which depends on the data and t? depends 
on the data and on R when lu,,l< R. 
Proof. The proof follows the same steps as that of Theorem 2.3 below 
and is left to the reader. 
In order to construct JX3, we will need in particular to consider 
improved approximations of q’ and of p + q in (1.12). The approximation 
of p + q is provided by p + q2. Then, we introduce an approximate value q: 
of 4 (*) by neglecting q (3) in the second derivative of (1.12) and that enables 
us to improve the approximation of (2.3) and to derive a better value for q’. 
More generally, when we construct the manifold J&, we construct two 
families pi_,, i = 1, . . . . k-l and qipi, i=O ,..., k-l such that pi._, 
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provides an approximation of pCi) and qi _ i of qci) and that satisfy estimates 
of the form 
(2.8) 
(q;-i(t)-q”‘(t)l <Kkbkpffl, i = 0, . . . . k - 1, (2.9) 
for t 3 t;, where ICY depends on the data and k, and t: depends on the data, 
K and R when JuOI <R. In particular, at step k, we introduce approxima- 
tions of the time derivatives of p and q up to the order (k - 1). 
The manifolds &Zk are defined recursively. For k = 1, Ai is given by (2.1). 
Assume that A,, . . . . Mkk, are constructed (k 2 2). We aim now to 
construct Ak. We start by computing the sequence pbPi, i= 1, . . . . k - 1. 
The sequence is defined recursively for increasing values of i thanks to the 
following formula: 
Here, we have set for convenience 
PY=P, Vf> 1, 
qo = 0. 
Note that piPi is defined explicitly and the right hand-side of (2.10) 
involves either quantities known from the construction of Jktl, . . . . &k _, , or 
the term p::‘,, 1, defined at step (i - 1) of the recursive scheme. The 
formula (2.10) is obtained by considering Eq. ( 1 .l 1) differentiated (i - 1) 
times, that is, 
p(;)+~p(i-l) +Pf,-,(p+q,p”‘+q”‘)...) p”-“+q”P”)=o. (2.11) 
Then we replace in (2.11) the time derivatives p(l), q(‘) by ph, qk for 
convenient values of cI, /I. 
We then compute the family qiPi, i= k - 1, . . . . 1. The family is again 
defined recursively, but now for decreasing values of i. At step i, qhPi, 
which is an approximate value of q (j), is given by the resolution of 
q:ili~r+Aqh_i+er,(P+q,-;-,,P:+i+,+q:~j,”’,P:_’,+,+4:_‘,, 
pb-j+qh-i-l)=OY (2.12) 
where we agree that 
q:,=o, v12 1. 
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Relation (2.12) is obtained by considering equation (1.12) differentiated i 
times and introducing approximations of the different terms. Note that in 
(2.12) all terms except qkpi are known either from the construction of 
AI, . . . . JV~ or for pi _ i from (2.10), or for q:f’;- 1 from the step (i + 1) of the 
recursive scheme. For the first step i = k - 1, we have qh+‘,-, = qt = 0; this 
expresses that the time derivative or order k of q is neglected. 
Finally, qk = q! is defined by the analog of (2.12) for k =O, that is, 
q:-,+Aqk+Qf(P+q,-,)=O. 
It is clear that qk is a function of t through p(t): 
qk(t) = &(P(l)). 
(2.13) 
The manifold J& with equation 
q=bk(P)% bk: PH-+ QD(A) 
is a C” manifold of dimension m in H. This manifold provides a better 
order approximation to the orbits than AI, . . . . JZ~ _ I. This is stated in the 
following theorem, which is valid in space dimension n < 4. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that (1.4) (1.5) hold and n < 4. Then, for t 
sufficiently large, t > tk* , any solution ( 1.1 t( 1.3) remains at a distance in H 
of J.& bounded by ukdk+ ‘; Kk is an appropriate constant which depends on 
the data and k and tz depends on the data, k and R when luOl < R. 
Remark 2.4. As it will appear in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we obtain in 
fact a stronger result. We show that for any orbit u(t) =p(t) + q(t) of 
( 1.1 )-( 1.3), the induced orbit on the manifold &!k, 
Uk(f) =Ptt) + dk(P(f)), 
satisfies for large time 
[u(t)-&(f)\ <Kkdk+‘. 
Remark 2.5. The constants rck and tz are independent of m. Hence, the 
orbits enter a neighbourhood of &!k that can be made arbitrarily small by 
increasing the dimension m of the manifold Mk. 
For k and k’ given, k < k’, and for m sufficiently large, the orbits are 
closer from JZk,, than from =&k. However, since we are not able to compare 
& and +, we are not certain that for k, k’, m given, k < k’, the orbits are 
Closer to ,fa, than to &$*. 
Remark 2.6. For a fixed value of k, the schemes (2.10), (2.12) can be 
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improved and simplified by using the explicit forms for the derivatives of 
the nonlinearityf: 
Remark 2.7. The restriction on the space dimension comes from the 
use of Sobolev imbedding theorems in the proof of Theorem 2.3. It is easy 
to see that, for small values of k, the conclusions of Theorem 2.3 hold in 
space dimension n larger than four. For example, Theorem 2.2 is valid in 
any space dimension. 
Proof ofTheorem 2.3. Let u(t)=p(t)+q(t) be a solution of (l.l)-(1.3). 
We consider the familier pi-,, q;-,, q’ related to the manifolds A’,,, 
1 < 1 d k. Our aim is to estimate 
Xk(t) = qk(f) -4(t). 
We admit here that (2.8) (2.9), hold (the proof of these estimates is 
postponed to Section 3). Subtracting (1.12) from (2.13), we have 
A~,~=Q(f(~+q)-f(~+qk-1))+4"'-4:-,, 
lAx,J G If(P+q)-f(P+qk-I)1 + 14”‘-q:-11. 
Therefore, since f is bounded on R, 
l-‘&l Qx /q-qkpII + I&‘-~:-& (2.14) 
Now using (2.10) (recall that qk-i =qiPl), we infer from (2.14) 
IAXkl d Kdk, vt2t;lp,. 
Hence, 
IXkl < !dk + I, Vt>t;l_,. 
This shows Theorem 2.3. 
3. PROOF OF THE ESTIMATES ON TIME DERIVATIVES 
Our aim in this section is to check the estimates (2.8) and (2.9). We will 
prove by induction on k that 
Ip;pi(t) -p(‘)(t)1 < Kkdk-‘, i = 0, . . . . k - 1, f3.1 )k 
IA(q;p#)-q”‘(t))1 <lC,6k-i, i = 0, . . . . k - 1, (3.9, 
for t > t;, where t; depends on the data, k and R when (~~1 d R. We recall 
that py =p and qy = q,, Vl2 1. 
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(i) Initialization of the induction (k= 1). The estimate (3.2), restates 
(2.3) while (3.1) is obvious. 
(ii) The induction argument. We now assume that (3.1), and (3.2), 
hold for 0 B I< k - 1 for k 3 2 given and prove that (3.1 )k and (3.2), are 
satisfied. 
Hereafter, we denote by K any constant which depends on the data and 
on k and “for t large enough” means for t 3 Tk where Tk depends on the 
data, k and R when Itq,( < R. 
Foliowing the procedure of definition of p;-; and qLpi we will first 
derive (3.1), by induction on i with i increasing and then (3.2), by 
induction on i with i decreasing. 
For i = 0, (3.1), is obvious. Let us assume that the relations (3.1 )k are 
proved up to the order i- 1 for i3 1. Subtracting (2.11) to (2.10) we have 
p;p,-p”‘= -A(p;yj+,-p+‘)) 
-P[f2-,(p+q~~i~*,p:-,+I+q:~i~..-,P;-11+q;---:~*) 
-fip I(p + q, p(1) + q(l), . ..) p+ I) + q+ ‘))I. (3.3) 
Thanks to the relation (3.1), at the order (i- 1) and (1.13) we obtain 
We infer from (1.8) (1.9) that 
p+q, pu)+q(l), . ..) /+i+‘)+q(‘-‘) 
are bounded in D(A) and L”(Q). Moreover, we easily deduce from (3.1), 
(3.2) at the precee$ng steps that p + qk- iP, is bounded in L2(Q), 
P:-j+ 1+4:-i> ...Y pi- I + r + 4;:: are bounded in D(A) and ~$1~ + qi:t.-, 
in Lo for t large enough. Therefore, Lemma 3.1 below applies and the 
second term of (3.3) is majorized by 
K(Iqk-,-,-qI+I’(P:-i+l--P”))I 
+ IA(q:_i-q’l’)l + ... + JA(p;:;-2+1-pci-2))1 
+]A(q;:;-q(‘-2))j + jp;;l,--p’i-“l+ 1q;:1i-1-q4”-“)), 
for t large enough. Now, we use (1.13), (1.14) together with the induction 
hypotheses to conclude that this is bounded by KG~-' for t large enough. 
Therefore (3.1), is proved at the order i, and this concludes the induction 
on i. Thus (3.1 )k is shown. 
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Let us now prove that (3.2), is true by induction on i with i decreasing. 
For i=k- 1, qf-’ is defined by 
Aq:-‘+er,~,(p,p:+q:,...,pl;~2+q:~2,P’;-’)=0. 
And, qck- ‘) satisfies 
qw) + Aq’k- 1) +Qfy-,(p+q, p+qy . . . . PCkP2) 
+q ,p’k-l)+q(kp’))=O. (k-2) 
Therefore 
l~(~;-‘-~‘k-‘) 
)I < lqck)l + lfk-l(p, p:+q:, ...Y &2+&2, P’I-‘1 
-fk-‘(p + q, p”‘+ q(l), . . . . p’k-2’ 
+q (k-2) ) p(k--)+q(kpl))l. 
Thanks to proposition 1.1, we have 
lqCk)l d Ic& 
for t large enough. Next we use Lemma 3.1 below to estimate the second 
term 
IfkGI(Pd:+&.t pl;-2+q:p2, p:y, 
-fkpl(p+q, p(l)+q(‘), . ..) p(k--)+q(kp2), p(k--)+q(kpl))l 
<Jc(lq( + IA(p:-p”‘)l + IA(q: -q”‘)l + ... + IA(p’;p2-p’k-2’)l 
+ I/qq’f-2Lq’k-2))1 + ~&+,(k-‘)l + lq’k-‘)l), 
and we infer from Proposition 1.2, and Eqs. (1.13) and (3.1 )k, and the 
induction hypotheses that this is majorized by rc6 for t large enough. 
Therefore 
for t large enough. And (3.2)k is proved for i = k - 1. Let us assume that 
(3.2), is proved at the orders k - 1, k - 2, . . . . i + 1 for i > 0. By subtracting 
(2.12) to the ith derivative of (1.12), we obtain 
IA(q:-,- q”‘)l < iq;:;t-li- I - qci+ l)l 
+ Ifi(P+qk-i-1, p~-i+l+~~-i~*“~ PiLli+ 
+qil;-19 Ph-j+q:-i-l) 
--fi(p+q, p(1) +q’l’, . ..) p(ipl)+ q(i-I), p(i)+q(‘))l. 
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The induction hypothesis together with (1.14) gives 
lqi?‘i- I- q (l+l)J <&k-f, 
for t large enough. Similar arguments as above yield also that the second 
term is bounded by ~6“ - i for t large enough. Therefore 
IA(q;_i-q”‘)l < KSk-‘, 
and (3.2)k is proved for i and, thanks to the induction argument on i, (3.2)k 
is true for all i. In the same time, the induction on k is finished and (3.1),, 
(3.2), hold for all integer k. It remains to state and prove Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that n d 4. Then, for (u, ul, . . . . u/- 1, u,) in L’(Q) x 
(D(A) n LmQ))‘pl x (L2(sZ) n L”(Q)) and (u, ul, . . . . uI- ,, u,) in L2(Q) x 
D(A)‘- I x L2(sZ), we have 
Ifi(z.4 u,, ..., U/&l, u,)-.f/(u, Ul? *.., 01-1, UJl 
<C(R)(lu-u(+JA(u,-u,)l+ ... 
+IA(u,-,-u,-,)l+lu,-u,l), 
when IuldR, IuldR, lUil,<R, lAuil<R, lA~J<R,for i=l,..., l-l, and 
Iu,(~ d R, Iu,I d R, Iu,I GR, where C(R) depends on the data, I, andR. 
Proof. The proof is lengthy and we omit the details. 
We first decomposef, in two terms, 
fr(k UI, . . . . U/L I 7 4) = g,(u, #I 3 ...? U/L 1) +f’(u)u,, 
where g, is a polynomial in ui, . . . . U, _ i whose coefficient depends on fCk’( u) 
for k < 1. Then, we write: 
The first term is a sum of monomials in ui, . . . . uI- i whose coefficients are 
a constant times fCk’( U) -fCk’( a). Therefore since all the derivatives off are 
Lipschitz and u,, . . . . u,-i are bounded in L”(Q), we have: 
Ig,(u, ~1, .. . . U/L,)--Au, ~1, .. . . u,~l)l <K(R) lu--I. 
505/100/1-13 
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The second term is of the type 
Using Holder inequality and the boundedness of the derivatives of g, for 
Bi,k=ai,kPi and l/p, + ... + l/p,-, = 1, we obtain 
Ig,lu, UI? ...5 u,-,I-g,(u, 01, u2, ..., U/-,)1 
since, for all p, H’(Q) c LJ’(Q) and the H2 norm is equivalent to the norm 
IAJ. We treat the other terms in a similar way except for the last one: 
If’(~b~,-f’(~)~,l G Iv-‘(u) -f’(u))& + If’(u)(u,- u,)l, 
<KIU--l l4m+~b-~Ilr 
<Ic(R)(lu-ul + Iu,-U/l). 
All these estimates prove Lemma 3.1. 
Remark 3.2. We used n < 4 only in Lemma 3.1. If we look carefully at 
the proof we can see that Lemma 3.1 is true for every n if 1= 0 or 1, for 
n~8if1=2,n~6ifI=3and,n~5forI=4.ThusTheorem2.3istruefor 
larger values of n when k = 1, 2, 3,4, 5. 
II. THE CAHN-HILLIARD EQUATION 
4. The Equation and Some Properties of the Solution 
4.1. The Equation and the Semi-group 
We now consider the Cahn-Hilliard equation whose unknown is a real 
valued function u(x, t) defined on Q x lR+, where 52 denotes a regular 
bounded set of R”(n < 3), 
$+ A2u - Af (u) = 0, in OxR+. (4.1) 
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Here, f is a polynomial of odd degree with positive leading coefficient 
2r- 1 
f(u) = C aju’, a2r- 1 > 0, 
j=l 
and we assume that 
t-22 if n-l,2 and r=2 if n=3. 
Strictly speaking, the Cahn-Hilliard equation corresponds to f(u) = 
au3-hu, a, b>O, see [1,2]. 
This equation is supplemented with the initial condition 
44 0) = u,(x), in Q, (4.2) 
and with one of the two following boundary conditions: 
au ah 
Neumann - = - av av =o on r=a52, 
Periodic Q= f/ ]O;L,[ and u is Q periodic. 
i=l 
(4.3) 
For the mathematical setting of the equation, it is convenient to intro- 
duce the operator A = -A on L’(a) equipped with its usual scalar product 
(., ) and norm 1.1. Then A is a positive linear unbounded operator on H 
with domain 
D(A) = {u E H*(Q), (4.3) holds}. 
Using this abstract setting, (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) rewrite: 
~+A2u+Af(u)=0, 
(4.4) 
u(0) = 240. 
As shown in [19], for ZQ, given in L2(Q), the initial boundary problem 
(4.1) (4.3) possesses a unique solution u defined for all t > 0 such that 
u E C(lR +; L*(Q)) n L2(0, r; D(A)), VT>O. 
Furthermore, if u,, E D(A) n L*‘(O), then 
UE d(R+; D(A)) n L2’(sZ)) n L2(0, T; D(A*)), VT>O. 
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A particular feature of Eq. (1.1) is that the average of the solution is 
conserved, for all t > 0: 
m(u(t)) = j& .r, u(x, t) dx =& J-Q MO(X) dx = m(u,). 
Thus, there cannot exist bounded absorbing sets in the whole space L*(Q). 
Therefore, following [ 19,201, we let the semi-group operate on the subset 
of L*(Q) 
H,= {u~L*(Q)/lm(u)l <a), 
for some fixed c1> 0. 
We now recall some time uniform estimates borrowed from [ 19,201. Let 
u0 be given in a ball B(0, R) in H,. Then there exists a time t, depending 
on the data. on CI and on R such that 
where rco is a constant depending on the data and ~1. This estimate provides 
the existence of a bounded absorbing set in D(A) n H,. Since D(A) n H, is 
compactly imbedded in H,, this yields also the existence of a universal 
attractor in H, (see [19, 201). 
The estimate (4.5) is extended in [16] to the time derivatives of U: 
ah 
u(i) = _ 
at-l ’ je N. 
For every j > 1, there exists a time rJ depending on the data, u, j, and R 
(when luol <R) such that 
IAu”‘(t)l < fc’, Vt > tj, (4.6) 
where ICY is a constant depending on the data and ~1. 
4.2. Behaviour of Small Eddies 
Let Cwj)js IQi denote the orthonormal basis of H consisting of the 
eigenvectors of A and (A,),,, the associated eigenvalues 
Awj = Swj, j= 1,2,... 
O=II,<A,<&...; Aj+ +m, as j-CD. 
As in Section 1.2, we fix an integer m E N and denote by P = P, the pro- 
jector in H onto the space spanned by wl, . . . . w, ; we set Q = Q, = I- P, 
and for the sake of simplicity 
1=A,, A=/lm+,. 
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We also introduce 
Note that 
IA”+“*pl*<A lADpI’, VIE PD(A”+“*), (4.7) 
IAB+1’2q12&l IA”ql*, Vq E QD(AB + I’*). (4.8) 
By projection of (4.1) on PH and QH, it comes that p = Pu, q = Qu 
satisfy the following coupled system: 
dp dr+A2p+PAf(p+q)=0, (4.9) 
4 z+A2q+QAf(p+q)=0. (4.10) 
The next proposition states that q and all its time derivatives remain 
small for large time. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For all j in N, there exists a time ti which depends on 
the data, u, j, and R when luOI Q R and u,, E H, such that, for t 2 tj 
lq(‘)(t)l < icjs*, (4.11) 
I Aq”‘( t)l < K,& (4.12) 
where ICY is a constant depending on the data, c1 andj. 
We omit to give the proof of that proposition that can be found in [16]. 
It is very similar to the proof of Proposition 1.2. 
5. Construction of the Family of AIM 
We present in this section the method of construction of a sequence Ai, 
iE N, of AIM. As in Part I, the manifolds correspond to approximations of 
Eq. (4.10) for q. Also, these approximations are improved by considering 
approximations of an increasing number of time derivatives of q. However, 
since the nonlinear term in (4.1) contains derivatives, the algebra of 
construction differs from the one in Part I. 
We start with the construction of JZ~ and A2 which is borrowed from 
[ 161. Proposition 4.1 indicates that q and dq/dt are small for large time. 
Therefore, we are lead to replace in (4.10) p + q by p while dq/dt is 
neglected. This gives the following approximate equation: 
A2q+QAf(p)=0. (5.1) 
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For p given in PH since A is injective on QH, (5.1) possesses a unique 
solution q, EQD(A’). The manifold AC, with equation q1 = Gl(p) is an 
analytic manifold in H of dimension m. The orbits are attracted by a thin 
neighborhood of A%‘~ as shown in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a time t T depending on the data, CI, and R 
when luOj <R and USE H, such that the orbits of (4.1 t(4.3) remain when 
t 2 tf at a distance in H of Ml bounded by K, ~3~; IC, is an appropriate 
constant which depends on the data and a. 
Proof: Let u =p + q be an orbit of (4.1)-(4.3). For t > 0, we define 
s,(t) = @l(P(f)). 
Then, p(t) + q1 (t) lies in A, and 
dWu(t), -4) d Is(t) - sl(t)l. 
Subtracting (4.10) from (5.1), we obtain 
A’(q,-q)=QA(f(p+q)-f(p))+q”‘. (5.2) 
Since, for n < 3, H’(Q) is an algebra, it is easy to see that the mapping 
u -f(u) from H2(S2) into H2(f2) is Lipschitzian on the bounded sets of 
H2(SZ). Therefore, by (4.5), we have 
IAf (p + 4) - Af (p)l < x Ml ma,. 
Then on the subspace 
the norm of H2(Q) is equivalent to the norm [Aal. Thus, using also (4.12), 
we obtain 
IAf (P + 4) - Af (p)l G ~4 
for t large enough. The second term in the right hand side of (5.2) is 
bounded by using (4.11) 
Jq(l)l < Kd2, for large t. 
Finally, we have obtained that 
IA’(q, - q)l d ~6 + id23 (5.3) 
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and, thanks to (4.8) this gives 
Theorem 5.1 is proved. 
It comes from the proof of Theorem 5.1 (especially (5.3)) that the 
approximation of the time derivative by 0 is of better order than the one 
of the nonlinearity. Therefore, we can improve the approximation of (4.10) 
by replacing (5.1) by 
A%+QAf(P+@I(P))=o. (5.4) 
For p E PH, we define 
@z(P) = q2, the solution of (5.4). 
Let A2 be the analytic manifold of dimension m in H with equation 
q = Q*(p). Then 
THEOREM 5.2. There exists a time t; depending on the data, LX, and R 
when (+,I <R and USE H, such that the orbits of (4.1)-(4.3) remain when 
t > t; at a distance in H of Al, bounded by ~~6~; rc2 is an appropriate 
constant depends on the data and u. 
The proof of this theorem can be found in [16]. 
Next, in order to construct A3, we introduce an approximation of q(l). 
This is done by differentiating (4.10) with respect o t and neglecting q(‘). 
The method is analog to the one in Section 2, but again the approxima- 
tions of the different terms in (4.10) will be too crude and we will be able 
to improve them in a fourth step with q (2) still neglected (the details of the 
computations for the first six manifolds can be found in [ 163). Thus, we 
see the main difference between the two schemes. For the Cahn-Hilliard 
equation, when we neglect qCk’ we consider two successive approximations 
of (4.10) (and therefore two manifolds). 
Now, we describe the algebra. The manifolds are defined recursively. 
Assume that we have obtained A,, A2, . . . . JZ2k ~ 3, &&?2k _ 2 for some k > 2 
(this has been done for k = 2). We aim to construct Jkl& i and Jltk. We 
Start by “ktkPI ; %,&,&i is defined thanks to two sequences pik- 2r- 1, 
i= 1, . . . . k- 1 and qikp2ip,, i=O, . . . . k - 1, where pi, _ 2, ~, provides an 
approximation of p@) and qik ~ 2i of q (i) These families satisfy estimates of .
the form 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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for t 2 tl where uk depends on the data, ~1 and k; t{ depends on the data, 
u., R and k when JugI 6 R and ZQ, EH, (this will be shown in Section 6 
below). 
We start by defining p2kP2,- i by induction on i, i increasing. We denote 
F,(u, ZP, . ..) d’)) = $ F(u). 
Then, p$k _ 2i ~ i, is given by 
1 1 
p2k-2i+q2k~2,~1,“‘,P;k!2i’q;ki2r~,), (5.7) 
where we have set 
Note that (5.7) is an explicit formula and all the terms in the right-hand 
side of (5.7) are known either from the construction of the previous 
manifolds or from step (i - 1) of the recursive scheme. Also (5.7) is 
obtained as an approximation of equation (4.9) for p differentiated (i- 1) 
times. 
Then, the sequence qikm2;- i, i = k - 1, . . . . 1, is defined recursively on i 
for i decreasing thanks to the formula 
dk-2iL-l +q:kM- 2, -,&-2j&, +&-2i&=o. (5.8) 
We agreed that 
q:,=q’-, =o, VI> 1. 
It is easy to check that all necessary terms are known in (5.8). This formula 
is obtained by considering Eq. (4.19) for q differentiated i times. Note that 
for i= k - 1, we have q$12i-3 = 0; this means that the derivative qck’ is 
neglected in the construction of J/i2k _ i . 
Finally, q,,- i = qik- i = GZk- i (p) is given by the analog of (5.8) for 
i=O: 
9:k~3+A2qZk-l+QAf(P+42k-r)=0. (5.9) 
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We now proceed to the construction of J&. For that purpose, we 
introduce two families pikpzi i = 1, . . . . k - 1 and qik--2i, i=O, . . . . k - 1 
which satisfy the estimates 
IPLk~Zi-P’i’l <’ ’ -. k 2kp2i+L 
I&&_,,-@‘)I <,‘k62k-2i+1; 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Vt 3 t;, where uk and ti are as in (5.5) (5.6). 
The construction is analogous to the one of &+%$k _ r, so that we only give 
the formulas. We first define pikpZ, by 
P;k 2, = -A*~;;l2i+2 -pAf,-I(P+qz-,i, 
P:k-2,+L+q:k-2,,“.,P;klZi+L+q:;12i), 
for i = 1, . . . . k - 1. Then qkk ~ ,, i = k - 1, . . . . 1 is given by 
4;:!2;~2+A241k~2,+QAfi(P+q2k~2i~lr 
p:k-Zj+q:k-Zi- 1, ...T P;k-2i+q;kL2i&,)=0. (5.12) 
Again it follows from (5.12) for i= k - 1 that qCk’ is neglected in the 
construction of A=,. 
Last, for p given in PH, @2k (p) = q2k is the solution of 
q:k-z+A*qzk+QAf(P+qzk-1)=0. (5.13) 
To conclude, we have defined the mapping @,: PH -+ QD(A’) for all 
k E N *. The graph of this mapping is an analytic manifold Ak of dimension 
m in H. The &&‘s provide a better and better order approximation to the 
orbits as k increases. 
THEOREM 5.3. There exists a time tz depending on the data, k, u, and R 
when luOl <R and USE H, such that the orbits of (4.1)-(4.3) remain when 
t > tz at a distance in H of Mk bounded by KISS+ ‘; uk is an appropriate 
constant depending on the data, k and a. 
Remark 5.4. Remarks similar to Remarks 2.4 and 2.5 can be made 
here. The details are left to the reader. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We postpone to Section 6 the proof of estimates 
(5.5), (5.6), (5.10), and (5.11). Let us show here that these estimates yield 
Theorem 5.3. 
Let u(t)=p(t)+q(t) be a solution of (4.1)-(4.3) and let p(t)+qk(t) the 
induced trajectory on &k. We aim to estimate 
l(kct) = qkct) - dth 
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It follows from (5.9) and (5.13) that qk satisfies 
q:~z+A2qk+QAf(P+qk-1)=0. 
By subtracting (4.10) from this equation, we obtain 
A’~k=QA(f(~+q)-f(~+qk-,))+q(‘)-q~~2. (5.14) 
It is clear from (4.6) and (5.6) (5.11) that p, q, and qk _ I are bounded for 
large t in H*(Q) by constants depending only on the data, k, and u. There- 
fore, sincef(u) is Lipschitzian on the bounded sets of H2(IR), (5.14) yields 
IA*xA GK Mq-q,-,)I + Id”-&I, (5.15) 
and using (5.6) (5.11), 
lA*xA GK~~, 
iXk/ <dk+2. 
Theorem 5.3 is proved. 
6. PROOF OF THE ESTIMATES ON TIME DERIVATIVES 
The aim of this section is to derive estimates (5.5), (5.6), (5.10), and 
(5.11). We will prove by induction on k that 
Ip:k-2i- -pci)l <K 6 1 1 k 2k- *t i = 0, . . . . k - 1, (6.1 )k 
IA(q;k-zi- - di’)l I < Kkd2k-2i, i = 0, . . . . k - 1, (6.2)/c 
lP;k-2i-P(i)l cK p-2;+ 1 
1 k 3 i = 0, . . . . k - 1, (6.3 )k 
(A(q;k-2i-q(i))l <Kkd2k-2i+1, i=O, . . . . k- 1, (6.4), 
for t 2 tk where Kk depends on the data, k, tl and tk depends on the data, 
k, a, and R when luOl < R and u0 E H,. We recall that py =p, VI. 
For k = 1, (6.1), and (6.3), are obvious. Also (5.3) along with (4.8) yield 
(6.2),. Finally, (6.4), states the result of approximation for the manifold 
A2 that can be found in [ 161 and is derived with techniques imilar to the 
ones used here. 
Next assume that (6.1),-(6.4), are true up to order k- 1 for k> 1. We 
aim to prove them at order k. Following the schemes of construction of the 
manifolds, the relations (6.1),, (6.2),, (6.3),, (6.4), will be proved 
successively. 
We start by (6.1), and argue by induction on i, for i increasing. For 
i = 0, relation (6.1), is obvious. 
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Assume it is true for 1, 2, . . . . i- 1. By subtracting (5.7) from the (i- 1)th 
derivative of (4.9), we obtain 
lP~k~2i~~~P’i)l~IA2(P~~!~i+~~P’i~1))l+lA(fi~~(P+q2k~2i~*~P~~~~j 
+ q:, ~ 2, - , 9 . . . . p;;lZi+q;;iZi-,) 
-f,-,(p+q,p”)+q”) )...) p’i-l’+q’i-“))l. (6.5) 
Thanks to the induction assumption for i- 1 and (4.7) we have for 
large t 
IA2(Pli12i+ 1 -P (i-U)1 ~22 1~;;1~~+, -p(i-l)l ~K~262k-2i+2~K62k-2i. 
(6.6) 
Next, for majorizing the second term in the right-hand side of (6.5), 
we use Lemma 6.1 below. Indeed, thanks to (4.6) and the induction 
assumption, it is easy to check that 
are bounded in H’(Q) by constants depending only on the data, k, and c1 
for large time. Therefore Lemma 6.1 applies and yields 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-fi-,(p+q, p’l)+q”), . ..) p’i-‘)+q”y)I 
G K{ II&2;-P’1)II f@(Q) + . . + II P&l zi -P”- ‘)I1 $(a) 
+ th2k - 2iG 1 - 411 HZ(Q) + h:k - 21 - q(l)// H2(Q) 
+ . . . + llq’-’ ,~ -q’i-l)ll 
2k 21 I H*W) >. (6.7) 
For 1 badi- 1, we have 
b;kL2idCOiI H2(i2)GcCl{ IP;kp2i-P(‘)l + IA(P~k-2i-P(a))l >1 
with ci a universal constant, 
<(thanks to (4.7)) 
<c-,(1 +A) lP;k~2i-p(a)l 
Therefore, using ( 6.3)k _ ; + a 
(6.8) 
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Also, for O<aGi- 1, we see that 
II&k ~ 2, - 1 - P’ll H*(Q) G c2 M&k - 2, 1 - 6% 
where c2 is a universal constant and, thanks to (6.2),- i+or, 
I&, 2j-, - PII HZ(D) d C,K62k -2’. (6.9) 
To conclude, we infer from (6.5)-(6.9) that 
Ip;k_ 2ip, -p”‘l d rc62k -2i, for large t, 
which is (6.1),. 
The estimates (6.2),, (6.3),, and (6.4), are proved thanks to similar 
arguments, except that the induction is for i decreasing for (6.2), and 
(6.4),. The details of these very technical estimates are left to the reader. 
To conclude, there remains to check the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. The mapping 
Fk: H2(cqk + ’ -+ HZ(Q), 
(U 0, .“, #k) -+ Fk(%,, Ulr ...Y uk), 
is Lipschitzian on the bounded sets of H2(Q)k+ ‘. 
The proof is easy since fk is a polynomial and H’(Q) is an algebra (recall 
that Sz c R”, n ,( 3). The details are left to the reader. 
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